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Abstract — In order to improve the performance of model of error classification of modal verbs in writing, a type of meta-cognitive 
logical strategy is proposed via feature extraction based on convolutional neural network (CNN). Firstly, feature extraction of 
modal verb sequence based on convolutional neural network is performed against the feature expression problem of modal verbs 
and text feature matrix is converted into feature vector V in utilization of the trained convolutional neural network model. Then, 
knowledge acquisition, inference and knowledge base of modal verb error in writing are constructed in utilization of feature vector 
V first and then meta-cognitive logical classification strategy is established. Finally, comparison validation is made for the 
performances of English word segmentation test. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Because there is no space between words in English, 
English words segmentation becomes an important step in 
English information processing, but errors caused by new 
words in world segmentation exceed 60%. In the aspect of 
error analysis of emotion verbs in writing, newly created 
words also bring a big challenge to English verb writing. In 
addition, the appearance of new words also greatly puzzles 
naming body identification, machine translation, question-
answering system and other tasks. There are automatic 
identification methods based on rules, statistics and machine 
learning in the aspect of emotion verb error in writing. Word 
association measurement is widely used in method based on 
statistics. Literature [1] puts forward a kind of discovery 
algorithm for emotion verb error in writing based on 
pointwise mutual information and this method can measure 
the degree of interdependence between two words but fails to 
have an ideal achievement with regard to the correlation 
degree between two asymmetric co-occurrence words. 
Literature [2] improves PIM and obtains enhanced mutual 
information of emotion verb error in writing in order to 
measure optimized correlation of co-occurrence of two 
words. In addition, Literature [3] proposed a kind of distance 
measurement between cooperative words, namely multi-
word expression distance and this kind of measurement 
between words does not prescribe a limit to the combination 
length and achieves error classification of emotion verbs in 
writing. Literature [4] proposed a kind of measurement 
method for emotion verb error in writing on word formation 
degree of new words, namely neologism probability, in 
utilization of the probability of word formation by single 
word and this method can remove the candidate words that 
occur frequently but are not new words. Literature [5] 
identifies new words in utilization of degree of association 
between words and their left and right flexibility. There are 
also some methods which not only utilize word co-
occurrence information, but also integrate its context 

information into the identification method of emotion verb 
error in writing. Literature [6] considers the identification 
problem of emotion verb error in writing as a binary 
classification problem and uses support vector machine to 
identify new words in the method based on machine learning 
and the disadvantage of this method is that it requires a mass 
of manpower to select features and mark a large number of 
linguistic data. 

In order to further improve the error classification and 
identification ability of modal verbs in writing, a kind of 
meta-cognitive logical strategy is put forward for modal verb 
error in writing via feature extraction based on convolutional 
neural network (CNN). On the basis of feature extraction for 
emotion sequence of emotion verbs based on convolutional 
neural network, error classification in writing is achieved in 
further utilization of meta-cognitive logical strategy. 

II. MODAL VERB FEATURE EXTRACTION 

MODEL BASED ON CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL 

NETWORK 

A. Convolutional Neural Network Algorithm 

The standard convolutional neural network (CNN) is a 
special case to deep neural network. The structure includes 
input layer, the output layer, the connection layer, and multi 
group pool layer and roll laminated, pool layer and 
convolutional layer visual for the special structure of the 
hidden layer. The basic operation of the convolution neural 
network can be defined as follows: The paper maps all words 
into a k –dimensional 0,1 vector space, namely kx R , 
where k  represents the feature number of the words, the 
numerical value of each dimension is represented by 0 or 1, 0 
means not having such feature and 1 means having such 
feature. For the sentence given, it contains n  words ix  with 
1 i n  , which constitute a n k  feature matrix. The Thesis 
records the phrase segment constituted by the words in the 
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sentence from i  to j  as  ,i jX . In a similar way, sentence 

containing n  words is recoded as  1:nX . 

B. Neural Network Feature Extraction Based on Word 
Vector Convolution Neural Network Model  

This is different from the word2vec and other real vector 
representation. In this paper, each word is mapped to a K 
dimensional 0,1 vector space, Network text, such as twitter, 
product reviews, due to the limitation of text length, content 
tend to be more streamlined, bias in the colloquial, emotion 
is single, so text related emotional expression sequences 
often represent the sentiment orientation of text. In 
recognition of the tendency of the text, if we can extract the 
sequence fragments related to the emotion expression, it will 
be helpful to accurately determine the emotional polarity of 
the text. Based on the observation of the rules of the 
emotional expression sequence of the text, this paper 
proposes a method of using English word resources to 
construct word vector.  

 

Figure 1. Convolution neural network model 

The Thesis performs convolution operation for the input 
features in utilization of the filter with size of h k , namely: 

 : 1( )i i i hc f w X b     (1) 

Where ic  represents the feature value of No. i  in the 

feature map,  f   is convolution kernel function and 
hkR  is filter; h  is sliding window size and b  is offset 

value; : 1i i hX    represents local feature matrix formed by the 
rows from i  to 1i h  . Therefore, feature map C is: 

 2 3 -[ , , , , ]l n h lC c c c c    (2) 

Down-sampling layer uses max-over-time pooling 
method to sample features and the feature value obtained is 
ĉ : 

 ˆ max{ }c C  (3) 

Convolution layer and down-sampling layer constitute 
feature extraction layer, several different types of feature 
extraction layers is paralleled (different values are taken for 

h ) and there are m  feature extraction layers of each type, so 
the feature vector V  of whole connection layer is: 

 1 11, , 1, ,ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ[ , , , , , , ]
j jh m h h l hV c c c c      (4) 

Where ,ˆ
jl hc  is the feature l  produced by the filter of type 

j . It is expected to make it possible to further extract words 
and expressions sequence features related to positive and 
negative emotion labels via such network on the basis of the 
feature expression of words and expressions put forward by 
the Thesis for final purpose of emotion classification via 
such network structure. 

Feature vector output by the down-sampling layer serves 
as the input of the whole connection layer and gradient 
update is made for model parameters by counter propagation 
algorithm in utilization of the classification result output by 
soft max and in accordance with actual classification labels 
of training data. There is: 

 ( | , , ) max ( )s s s sP y V W b soft y W V b    (5) 

Where { 1, 1}y   , V
sW R  and sb  are offset items. 

Finally, text feature matrix of emotion verb error in writing is 
converted into feature vector V in utilization of the trained 
convolutional neural network model and meta-cognitive 
strategy is used to carry out emotion verb error classification. 

III. META-COGNITION LOGICAL STRATEGIES 

A. Theoretical Framework Description 

Fig.2 shows the system structure drawing for knowledge 
acquisition and inference in utilization of knowledge of 
emotion verb error in writing put forward by the Thesis and 
the system is divided into three major modules which are 
respectively knowledge acquisition, inference and 
knowledge base, where arrow 1 and 4 represent that initiative 
logic uses a large number of knowledge to plan movement or 
tasks so as to lead the learning of error classifier of emotion 
verbs in writing for environment; arrow 3 and 2 represent 
that new observation is obtained via learning and perception 
and theorem is converted into the knowledge in the form that 
can be identified by the inference machine and then is put 
into knowledge base. Consistency of the knowledge in the 
knowledge base is required to be inspected. 

 

Figure 2. Knowledge inference structure of modal verb error 

If the error classifier of emotion verb in writing needs to 
complete task in complex dynamic environment, it is not 
enough to only have inference and learning. Abnormity 
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response also requires meta-knowledge, which means that 
the error classifier of emotion verb in writing is required to 
have knowledge about itself and such self- introspective 
cognition that can make it know about itself is called meta-
cognition. If the error classifier of emotion verb in writing 
has meta-cognition ability, when classifier is out of order, it 
will detect this abnormal condition and then find out method 
to deal with such abnormity, such as classification calibrator. 
Based on it, the Thesis introduces closed loop exception 
handling mechanism based on meta-cognition loop as shown 
in Fig.3 and its theory is: meta-cognition loop firstly 
produces expectation and then make comparison and 
observation to detect whether there is abnormity and will 
make evaluation and response and then adjust the 
expectation in case of abnormity. 

 

Figure 3. Meta-cognition loop for error classification of modal verbs 

Initiative Logic 

1) Single step execution. All rules or knowledge of 
imitative logic have time parameter. For example, the current 
step i  and the next step i +1 are respectively expressed as: 
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2) Deductive inference. Step i  has knowledge A  and 
rules, B  can be inferred from A  and then B  is added into 
the knowledge base at step i +1, and the deductive inference 
process is as follows: 
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Formula (3) is the expansion of the deductive inference 
of Formula (2), which means that many preconditions come 
to one conclusion. 

3) Negation. At time step i , it is known that there is no 
  and    is recalled at time step i +1, and then it can be 
worked out that: 

 
 1: , ,

1: ,!
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4) Inheritance. Knowledge of the previous time step is 
inherited at the next time step. 
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5) Inspection for contradictory knowledge. In case of 
conflict between the newly produced knowledge (obtained 
by inference or observation) and old knowledge in 
knowledge base, then improper knowledge shall be removed 
to eliminate contradiction. There are two contradictory 
knowledge P  and P  at step i . This contradiction is 
detected out and marked at step i +1. The contradiction can 
be dealt with when indirect contradiction converts into direct 
contradiction, which means that the contradiction is dealt 
with at step i +2. 

 
: ,

1: ( , )

i P P

i contra P P


  

 (11) 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSES 

A. Experimental Settings 

The evaluation data set consists of 10000 groups of 
English emotion verbs, which are derived from the twitter 
data set. Data set of emotion verb error in writing is divided 
into training data set and testing data set. Training data come 
from the same one topic and there are totally 6000 pieces, 
1003 of which have positive emotion and 3216 have negative 
emotion. Testing data come from three different topics such 
as TENSE, VOICE, FIXED COLLOCATION, and there are 
totally 4000 pieces, 2247 of which have positive emotion and 
1753 have negative emotion. 

TABLE 1. PARAMETER SETTING OF CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL 

NETWORK 

Adjustable parameter Value 

Convolution kernel function Rectified linear function 

Sliding window size of filter h 2,3,4,5 

Number of filter m 100 

Proportion of randomly updated parameters 0.5 

Training iterations 50 

 
In the aspect of data preprocessing, word segmentation 

tool is used to complete word segmentation and part-of-
speech tagging for experimental data set of emotion verb 
error in writing. Word vector is produced in training by Skip-
gram model of word2vec open-sourced by Google in 
utilization of 20 million pieces of twitter linguistic data. 
Dimensionality of word vector is 50-dimension, containing 
330 thousand words, word coverage rate on experimental 
data set is 90.08 %, and for convolutional neural network 
model, the Thesis uniformly uses the adjustable parameter 
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settings of convolutional neural network model as shown in 
Table 1. 

B. Comparison of Experimental Results 

The number of training data set is selected under the 
range of 1000~6000, the classification accuracy of the 
proposed algorithm, W2VCNN algorithm and NBSVM, 
recall rate and F-Score index are compared and verified. The 
experimental results are shown in Table 2. Performance of 
model proposed in the Thesis and other existing models is 
compared via experiment. 

TABLE 2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE CONSTRUCTED 

DATA SET 

index Algorithm 1000 3000 6000 

Classification 
accuracy 

Algorithm in 
this paper 0.8158 0.8531 0.8856 

W2VCNN 0.6217 0.7023 0.7543 

NBSVM 0.7318 0.7769 0. 8126 

Recall index 

Algorithm in 
this paper 0.8194 0.8443 0.8769 

W2VCNN 0.6842 0.7108 0.7361 

NBSVM 0.7015 0.7637 0.8017 

F-Score index 

Algorithm in 
this paper 0.8235 0.8721 0.9126 

W2VCNN 0.7036 0.7532 0.7936 

NBSVM 0.7582 0.8035 0.8216 

It can be learned from the data in Table 2 that, about 
precision index, algorithm proposed in the Thesis can 
maintain within 0. 8158-0.8856 and is better than the two 
selected comparison models: W2VCNN and NBSVM. For 
Recall index, algorithm proposed in the Thesis can maintain 
within 0.8294-0.8769 and is also better than the two selected 
comparison models: W2VCNN and NBSVM. For F-Score 
index, algorithm proposed in the Thesis can maintain within 
0.8235-0.9126 and is still better than the two selected 
comparison models: W2VCNN and NBSVM. The above 
experiment results verify the superiority of the method 
proposed. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The Thesis proposes a kind of meta-cognitive logical 
strategy for modal verb error in writing via feature extraction 
based on convolutional neural network (CNN), converts text 
feature matrix into feature vector V in utilization of the 
trained convolutional neural network model, and constructs 
knowledge acquisition, inference and knowledge base for 
modal verb error in writing and establishes meta-cognitive 
logical strategy, and the experiment result verifies the 
effectiveness of the proposed method. 
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